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Traditional search techniques establish a direct connection between the information provided by users with the search engine. Users are only allowed to specify a set of keywords that will be syntactically matched against a database of keywords and references. This simple approach has several drawbacks since it gives rise to a low precision (the ratio of positive results with respect to the total number of false and positive results retrieved) and low recall (the ratio of positive results retrieved with respect to the total number of positive results in the reference base). Many factors influence this low precision and recall, namely polysemy and synonymy. In the first case, one word specified in a query might have several meanings and, in the second case, distinct words may designate the same concept. If appropriate strategies are used and included in a new generation of search engines, the number of false results can be drastically reduced. As a result, the impact of these two degrading factors can be reduced and even eliminated. As the interconnection of research areas such as artificial intelligence, semantic web, and linguistics becomes stronger and more mature, it is reasonable to explore how better search engines can be developed to more
adequately respond to users’ needs. A new kind of search engine that has been explored for a few years now has been termed “semantic-based search engines” by many researchers. The underlying paradigm of these engines is to find resources based on similar concepts and logical relationships and not just similar words. These engines typically rely on the use of metadata, controlled vocabularies, thesauri, taxonomy, and ontologies to describe the searchable resources to ensure that the most relevant items of information are returned.

The intend of this special issue is to bring together a compilation of recent research and developments toward the creation of a new paradigm for search engines that relies on metadata, semantics and ontologies, by providing readers with a “broad spectrum vision” of the most important issues on semantic search engines.

One of the main problems concerns the recognition of items of interest in web documents. The first three papers face this issue following three different perspectives. In the first paper, Xu and Embey apply techniques from data extraction, information retrieval and machine learning for achieving this goal. Their approach is based on an extraction ontology describing the information of interest for users that is exploited for extracting data from web documents. The application of several heuristics on the extracted data provides some statistical measures that are exploited by means of machine-learned rules for determining the documents containing relevant information.

The second paper presents the CORE module, which enables incremental searching based on co-occurrence of entities – as well as ranking – tracking trends and popularity timelines. CORE extends the KIM platform for semantic annotation, indexing and retrieval, which provides an infrastructure for the automatic extraction of named entity reference and descriptions from text documents. CORE introduces the concept of context (block of content) and evaluates associative relations between entities on the basis of their frequency in a specific context. Moreover, CORE can track trends in time for a set of entities based on their occurrence and co-occurrence frequency enabling the popularity rank of these in specific period of times. The user interface giving access to the CORE functionality is described with details as well as some interesting types of user search.

In the third paper, Sindice is presented, a lookup index over resources crawled on the semantic web to locate semantic web data sources. Sindice collects RDF documents and indexes these on resource URIs, inverse functional properties and keywords. By means of a web front-end and a public API, it is possible to look up resources and to search full-text descriptions obtaining as a result the URL of sources where the resources occur.

In several approaches, thesaurus-based indexes improve the result of document retrieval, in particular by solving the problems of synonyms and allowing the disambiguation of homonyms. Owing to the large amount of documents, these approaches often rely on automatic techniques for annotating documents with terms from thesauri. Eckert et al. claim that the quality of the thesaurus used as a basis for indexing ensure the quality of the whole indexing process. In the forth paper, the authors present and evaluate a method combining the application of statistics and appropriate visualisation techniques supporting the detection of potential problem in a thesaurus.

The fifth paper addresses another interesting problem, i.e., the expressive power of query languages used with current search engine. Schellhase and Lukasiewicz face this issue by proposing a search query paradigm developed for literature searches. Their approach exploits the same metadata about research publications, authors, organisations and scientific events used by other scientific search engines, but it provides a query language based on description logics and variable-strength conditional preferences. The theoretical foundation of their language is domain-independent and thus it may be adapted to other areas.

Finally, in the last paper, Battré introduces an optimisation approach for RDF stores based on distributed hash tables that cache and reuse intermediate results created in previous queries in order to allow a quick processing of new queries. The paper includes an evaluation section where different caching strategies are compared.
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